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HI!
From the Summ’it Newspaper 
team! Thank you to everyone 

who wrote an article this term - 
what a term it’s been. We always 
forget how much stuff goes on 
during the term and it’s nice to 
look back. Devle into issue 8 of 
The Summ’it - you might just 
find something interesting!
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the turrets, and was keen for our students to get involved. The final artwork selected will be etched into the turrets 
so this is a real opportunity for our students to see their artwork become a permanent feature in the local area. Tom 
described the brief for the project, how he went about tackling this and the ideas he pitched in order to secure the 
work. He is focussing on imagery of landscapes and wildlife which will be meaningful to the local community. Tom 
showed the class a 3D model to help them to visualise the shape of the turrets and spillway. Each student was then 
given a flat plan of the structures for their own designs. These were folded into mini replicas of the turrets to help 
them to plan their artwork, taking into account the curves and how these will effect the etchings. 

Tom talked through his career journey as an artist, including what he did when he left school, how he made the 
decision to study art at university and the hard work that goes into creating a successful business. He also showed the 
students his portfolio of work with examples of his artwork from university, street art projects, local commissions, 
and a print shop and clothing business he has run. 

This was a great opportunity for the group to work directly with an artist and learn about the process from the brief 
through to execution. In the coming weeks we are planning to take some students out to the Whaley Bridge 
Memorial Park to help Tom to decorate the construction hoardings with some of the design ideas. 

TODDBROOK RESERVOIR 

ARTIST PROJECT

In January all of our Year 8s worked on a special STEM project (Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Maths) to design and build a model electric 
kart. They worked together in teams in the hall to come up with a successful 
design which they then constructed from card, wood and foam. The students 
then followed instructions to power the kart with an electric motor driven 
prop ller, ensuring that all of the pieces were assembled correctly so that their 
kart moved. In the testing stages, some teams found that their karts moved 
backwards instead of forwards! 
 
The project has helped to improve our Year 8’s teamwork and time 
management skills as they worked in groups to meet a deadline. The teams 
also had to have a keen eye for detail and an appreciation of how to reduce 
resistance forces in order to create a successful working kart. Once their 
models were ready, students tested their vehicles on a track to see which one 
could travel the furthest in a straight line.

Mr Poole, Science Teacher, said: 
 
“The teams did really well - all of them built karts that worked. Some teams 
even managed to complete the entire track. Well done to all the Year 8s in-
volved.”

YEAR 8 STEM 

PROJECT

Written by Mrs V Anderson

A group of Year 10 students welcomed artist Tom Ed-
wards from “We Are Culla” to their Art class just before 
Christmas to learn about his career and to hear about a 
local project he is working on. Tom has been commis-
sioned by Kier and the Canal and River Trust to create 
artwork to cover the turrets on the new Toddbrook reser-
voir spillway. He has been working with the local com-
munity in Whaley Bridge to run workshops encouraging 
people to produce their own designs and ideas for 
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Travelled yesterday to Chapel-en-le-Frith, in the Peak District, for some school events today. The journey 
was fine (or, rather, only mildly traumatic: three trains-worth of passengers crammed into one) until I 
reached the station. Google maps suggested a 50 minute walk to my hotel. A bit long, given that it was 
literally up and down dale. Uber seemed to offer hope, but after 30 minutes of promised rides, I gave up 
and started walking. The gloom closed in. Rain began to fall. Light, then steady, then drenching. There 
was still snow on the tops, and the meltwater came flowing down the road, ankle-deep. There were no 
streetlights, no pavements. Cars surged by. Some with that silent creeping menace of electric SUVs. I 
imagined the various ways in which I’d die. But then a nice young man pulled over and offered me a lift. 
He’d been living in Bordeaux, but some unspecified disaster had brought him home, and to my rescue.
The hotel was nice. A glorified pub, really. I dined alone, surrounded by sweet Midlands families. As 
always I imagined a different life. I’d stayed in the north. Become a teacher. Rooted. Not unhappy. ‘Tony? 
Oh, yes, he’s still trying to write that book of his. Bless him.’
No sleep, of course, because I can never sleep out of my own bed, and seldom even in it.
Then today, five, hour-long, sessions, with no recovery period in between, apart from lunch. But my 
favourite kind of school – a proper local comp, where everyone goes, so you get the tough kids, the nor-
mals, the eccentrics, the sweet ones. Everyone finds their niche.
The first session, with the Year 9s, wasn’t great. I was rusty. My routines didn’t quite land. Not awful, 
but I felt I hadn’t delivered. After that it was good. Years 7 and 8 were a delight, keen and fun and full of 
questions. Most of them about how much I earned (‘When you go out, look in the car-park – you’ll see 
my red Ferrari…) Then with the often tricky Year 10s, I told my two grim stories of bullying and brutali-
ty, designed to make them hate me, and I knew I had them. When the noise and the fidgeting stops, and 
there’s a kind of intense silence. That was nice. The teacher who’d invited me reminded me that I’d visited 
12 years before. I’d completely forgotten. After a while things … meld.
On the train home I had a few beers. Then a few more. Dwelled on things. My failings, mainly. The terri-
ble sate of the world. The horror in Gaza. My inability to make any of it less shit.
 I had to change tubes at Finchley Road. I sat on a bench listening to some music (Lord Huron, my 
current great love). On the opposite platform a woman was emptying the waste bins. She was listening to 
music on her earphones. She was wearing a yellow hi-viz jacket and, the thing that first caught my eye, a 
fluffy pink scarf, either a feather boa or mohair.
As she emptied the bins, she shimmied. Sashayed. Nothing excessive, just neat little movements, em-
phasised by the flow of scarf, half a beat behind her hips. She was short, and quite solidly built, but she 
moved beautifully. A slight suggestion of flamenco. And by some extraordinary coincidence, she was 
dancing in time to the music playing in my own headphones. I was transfixed, and without meaning to, I 
found myself smiling. The sort of huge smile that makes your face hurt. I think the woman noticed that I 
was staring at her. She gave a little half smile back, but the dancing stopped. Then my tube came.

12/02/24 - My Visit to Chapel High School, Anthony Mcgowan

Anthony 

Mcgowan's visit to 

chapel high school

On Monday 12th February, Anthony McGowan 
visited Chapel High. We have been reading Pike in 
tutor time - one of his books written for Barring-
ton Stoke. Anthony did talks with year 7,8,9 and 10 
throughout the day in the hall and period 3 he ran a 
little writers workshop with some specially selected 
year 8 students. It was so lovely to host him here, 
thank you so much for joining us Anthony and thank 
you to Ms C Clarke for organising such an enriching 
event. Anthony wrote the little story below about his 
trip to the Peak District:

Written by Miss E Hibbert
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MERCIANS
VISIT CHAPEL 

HIGH SCHOOL

On Wednesday 14th February upcoming 
indie-rock band ‘Mercians’ came to perform 
at Chapel High. They describe themselves as:

Sam Fender meets Catfish and the Bottle-
men, but with a gritty, down-to-earth edge 
that sets them apart. Their music is a mix of 
politics, emotion and raw talent. The band’s 
sound is reminiscent of British indie rock of 
the early 2000s, but with a fresh and modern 
twist.

Alongside their performances they talked to 
our students about mental health, misogyny 
and respect. The sessions took place periods 
one, two and three for the year 7s, 8s and 9s. 

After speaking to some of our students about 
the sessions, they said:

‘They were awesome, gonna see if I can try 
and see them on tour in Manchester!’

‘I love Harry!’

What a great thing to have on a random 
Wednesday at school! Thanks for coming 
guys!
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SPORT updatesSPORT updates
Written by Mr P HenshalL

Football 
Our sports trip to Holland is fast approaching and Mr Turner has been getting his year 8 football teams in to 
shape!  Just before the Christmas break, we ran a year 8 friendly with two teams battling it out to impress their 
managers!  It was a close game, with the ‘B’ team defeating the ‘C’ team by two goals to one, Jim K picking up 
player of the game. 
After Christmas, our impressive year 9 football team took on Dronfield in the National Cup.  In a really tight 
game, it just wasn’t our day, and we bowed out of the Cup having made it to the last 32 in the country.  This is 
some achievement as nearly 1000 schools entered the competition.  The boys’ attention quickly turned to the 
county cup, where we took on Lady Manners.  It is always a physical and competitive game against Manners, 
but this time we managed to record a comfortable 4-1 win, takings us in to the quarter finals. 
Our girls’ teams have entered the ‘New Schools’ National Competition and started really well.  Our u13s played 
well and beat Brookfield and the u15s won their first round 5-3.  We wish both teams well in their next round 
of fixtures! 

Netball 

Our year 8 and 9 netball teams continued their unbeaten run at the start of this term.  The girls are playing a 
really high standard of netball and managed to defeat St Philip Howard.  They are also taking on Lady Man-
ners, but at time of writing, we haven’t had a result – you’ll have to check our PE twitter account (@Chapel-
HighPE) for their result! 
The year 7 netball teams have also had a strong unbeaten record, defeating Buxton Community School recent-
ly.  Some excellent performances all round, we look forward to seeing these girls develop and improve over 
their time at Chapel. 

Cross Country 
Last month, several Chapel-en-le-Frith High School students represented the High Peak at Moorways for 
the Derbyshire cross country championships.  Many of our students finished in the top 15, but the standout 
runners were Joel T, William A, Jack P, Flossie J, Libby J, Jess D and Jemma W.  Well done to all those who took 
part! 

Badminton 
Our key stage 4 badminton, made up of Joe C, Oscar A, Zak K and Stan T took part in the county finals at 
John Port School.  After a challenging first singles game, the boys went undefeated throughout the tournament 
to come away as County Champions!  Congratulations to the team. 
A week later, we took our key stage 3 team made up of Zach F, Spencer B, George H and Josh K, who were 
playing in a year 9 tournament as year 8s.  There were some really close games, but the boys managed to finish 
2nd and come away with the silver medal.  High hopes for next year! 

 
Jemma W - Orienteering 
We absolutely love celebrating the achievements of our students, especially those who may take part in an 
activity that we don’t always do in school.  Year 7 student Jemma W regularly competes in and has been suc-
cessful in orienteering.  Jemma became U13 Yorkshire and Humberside Orienteering Champion and then 
followed it by winning the Robin Hood Trophy the weekend after.  Jemma is a true superstar!

Please take a look at Chapel High’s social media pages for sporting pictures this term!
@ChapelHighSchool
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BARCELONA TRIPInterviewed by Theo Frost

THE 
INTERNATI    NAL VIEW

THE 
INTERNATI    NAL VIEW

MR JACKSON - Tech Teacher EFAN LOMAX - YEAR 9 STUDENT

Q: Why did you go on the trip? 
A: I was invited on the trip by MS. Lewis and wanted 
to take the opportunity to practice my Spanish and 
visit a vibrant city. 

Q: Which staff came with you? 
A: There were 3 members of staff; myself, Ms. Lewis 
(MfL) and Mrs. Louis (Pastoral) 

Q: What transport got you there? 
A: We got a bus to take us to Manchester airport and 
then took a plane to Barcelona! 

Q: What were the students like on the way there? 
A: They were all fantastic! We were all really excited! 

Q: Who out of all the staff seemed most excited to be 
going? 
A: Probably myself! I haven’t been to Barcelona for a 
long time and couldn’t wait to visit some of the art-
work by Antoni Gaudi 

Q: What was it like when you got there? 
A: It was great! I’d call it ‘jumper weather’ it was nice 
and warm (about 18 degrees!) but not too hot. Much 
warmer than the -5 temperatures which everyone was 
experiencing at home! 

Q: Where did you stay? 
A: We stayed in a nice hotel with some lovely food 

Q: What did you see there? 
A: Lots of things! We did a rumba class, visited Gaudi 
artwork, made Paella, visited the Olympic stadium, 
visited a castle and lots of walking around taking in 
the city! 

Q: What was your favourite part 
A: I think visiting Park Güell was my favourite part, I 
loved seeing all the mosaique artwork.

Q:Why did you go? 
A: Because I am planning to do Spanish for GCSE and 
I thought this would be good experience 

Q: Did anyone you know go with you? 
A: No. 

Q: What was the trip like? 
A:it was amazing and very busy 

Q: Which classmate seemed the most excited? 
A:Tod the binman .

Q: What was it like there? 
A:It was surreal! 

Q: What was the place you stayed like? 
A:It was lovely, there was some lovely food  

Q: How long were you there? 
A: A week. 

Q: What did you do? 
A: Lots. We went everywhere. 

Q: How was the trip back? 
A: Very good- there was no delays and it all whent 
smoothly. 

Q: What was your favourite part?
A: The drumming was amazing.
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The Person behind 
the teacher

This issue's spotlight is on...

MR D SELLERS
GEOGRAPHY teacher

Q. What did you want to be when 
you were younger? 
A: I always wanted to be a stunt 
man!  Lots of my practicing went 
well but I knocked my front teeth 
out as a kid during an incident 
involving a homemade parachute 
and a flight of stairs.  I also ended 
up unconscious after trying to dis-
mount a galloping horse. Oops.

Q: What is the best Christmas 
present someone could give you?
A: More time off to go exploring.

Q: What are the best and worse 
parts of being a teacher?
A: I love that you never know what 
is going to happen every day.  Kids 
say the funniest things that I could 
never have predicted. The 
downside is the feeling you get 
when you don’t feel like you’ve 
done a good job with a group.

Q: Were you well behaved in 
school?
A: Mostly.  I was well behaved in 
lessons but I tended to get into 
trouble at break and lunchtime 
quite a lot, usually for climbing 
onto the roof of the school to 
retrieve our football.
(Disclaimer from Miss Hibbert - 
Please don’t try this at Chapel!)

Q: .What subjects did you take at 
GCSE?
A: All the core subjects plus French, 
Geography, Music and Wood Tech.  
I’ve ended up using my (very basic) 
French quite a lot whenever my car 
has broken down in France.

Q: If you could change your career, 
what would you change it to? 
A: If I wanted to change it I would.

Q: What are your hobbies?
A: I love to move light and fast in 
the mountains, ideally on technical 
ground.  Any opportunity to go 
climbing and I’ll take it.  Climbing 
the Skye Ridge in a single push, 
including a more complicated 
approach, earlier this year was 
amazing.

Q: If you support a football what 
team, do you support?
A: Urgh, football, no thanks!

Q: What is a hairstyle choice you 
regret?
A: Until I was about 18 my sis-
ter cut my hair, she only did one 
cut and all the men of my family 
looked the same.

Q: What is your favourite food?
A: mmmmm pizza.

 Q: What is your favourite film/TV 
show?
A: Following a recommendation from 
Mr. Bilney I watched SAS: Rogue 
Heros on BBC iPlayer and I don’t 
think I’ve seen anything as good 
since.

Q: What is your favourite book?
A: I don’t have a favorite book but 
I think Bill Bryson is my favorite 
author closely followed by Tim Mar-
shall.

Q: If you could pick a different subject 
to teach, what would it be?
A: PE - but only if I can pick my own 
alternative blend of sports.

Q: What is a funniest thing that has 
ever happened to you?
A: I see the funny side in most things 
to be honest.  Its kind of essential 
given that I work with you lot!

Q: If you have children do they like 
the subject you teach?
A: My boy prefers history to geog-
raphy (weirdo!).  My daughter is too 
young to decide yet.

Q: If you were going to a desert island 
and could only take one thing what 
would it be?
A: A boat!

Q: If you could use 3 words to de-
scribe yourself what would they be?
A: Positive, active, dependable.

Interviewed by Eden Evdemon

Year 7 Year 11
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TRAVEL NEWSTRAVEL NEWS
Written by Laurie Elliott, Andrew Appleby and Tavish Roberts

BUS INFO
For this half term the shool bus services are on the 
following buses. 

38 – LIG SBR4000 LUXURY TRAVEL COACH – probably 
the nicest bus linburg owns. The bus is fitted with table 
seats and is always kept very clean. This bus has 79 seats. 

39 – DENNIS TRIDENT – The standard double decker, 
although often dirty they have a very comfortable ride. 

40 – a standard smiths of marple IVECO – a comfortable 
ride, never dirty and colin the driver always find a way to 
make you laugh. 

41 – DENNIS TRIDENT – Like the 39 but dirtier this bus 
usually has a double decker but is sometimes replaced with 
a single decker. 

42 – TX15 ALICRON – A coach with 49 seats this bus is 
really nice although is sometimes replaced with a single 
decker. 

42A- DENNIS TRIDENT – The cleanest dennis trident, 
this bus never changes to a different bus. 

 41 BREAKS DOWN ON THE A6!

On the 18th of January 2024 the 41 bus service 
from chinley was on the A6 but the bus started 
to shift down gear until it stopped completely 
and the engine turned off. This caused the elec-
tric to turn off and it left us in complete dark-
ness. Whilst we waited for a replacement bus, 
many people messaged friends in school or just 
sat there and played videogames. So although it 
was a shock to breakdown right in the middle of 
the A6, it was exciting and a good topic to talk 
about later with friends. 

RAIL NEWS

NEW TRAINS FOR HOPE 
VALLEY LINE 

Recently, the east midlands railway company has 
announced they will stop using class 158s, and try to 
use class 170s on their Liverpool lime street to Nor-
wich via the hope valley services. This change is due 
to the class 158s not being reliable and the class 170s 
having more capacity and they also give a comfier 
ride then the 158s.

CLASS 158 CLASS 170
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rUNNER UP 3rd
Frankie Knowles, SCYc

rUNNER UP 4th
Ben Woodhouse, AWMc

DRAWING COMPETITIONDRAWING COMPETITION

winner
Tawana Munaiwa, KWDk

rUNNER UP 2nd 
Lizzie Hughes, SWNc

This term’s
Prize!

WOW. What a term for the Summ’it Drawing Competition. We 
had so many entries, it was incredibly hard to shortlist them, let 
alone pick a winner. Thank you to everyone who entered, the 
standard of artwork this term has set the bar incredibly high.

This term’s winner is Tawana Munaiwa, with their 
fabulous painting. The original painting sparkles with gold and it really is a 
beautiful piece of artwork. Congratulations Tawana! This term’s prize is a ‘365 
Days of Drawing’.

Well done to Lizzie Hughes, Frankie Knowles and Ben Woodhouse who 
were awarded runners up. Next term’s theme is 
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DRAWING COMPETITIONDRAWING COMPETITION

1113

DRAWING COMPETITIONDRAWING COMPETITION

Alfie Penlington Alfie Robinson Alfie Robinson Ava Foster

Charlie Wood Charlie Wood Chloe Moon Ethan Slattery

Jacob Sanderman James Garner Miss E Hibbert James Lawton

Liv Bradley Liv Bradley Lochlainn Douglas-Mullett Sophie Nicholls

Molly Harvey Nai Christie Naya Howe Sophie Pomeroy



Forest

are you a keen 
drawer?

This issue, we are asking you to draw 
something inspired by the prompt 
- ‘Forest’. Let your imagination run 
wild, anything forest themed, just go 
for it- let’s see what you can create. 

Come and collect some paper from 
the library or create it in any 
medium!

DEADLINE: 
Friday 17th 
May 2024

SUMM’IT SUMM’IT
The

C H A P E L - E N - L E - F R I T H  H I G H  S C H O O L

T H I S  T E R M ’ S  T H E M E :

Some drawing suggestions to 
get you thinking:
• Forest Animals
• Wildlife
• Wild Flowers
• Monsters that lurk in the 

forest!
• The Forbidden Forest!
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corn bread Recipe

Ingredients:
• 750g drained tinned sweetcorn (3-4 

tins depending on size) 
• 450ml almond milk 
• 150ml sunflower, rapeseed or  

vegetable oil 
• 1 tablespoon apple cider vinegar 
• 25g coriander, chopped 
• 1 × 400g tin of black beans, drained 

and rinsed 
• 2 red chillies, deseeded and finely 

chopped 
• 1 tablespoon sea salt flakes pinch of 

pepper

Written by Sophie Pomeroy

Method:

• Preheat the oven to 200°C (fan 180°C). Line a 
deep 35 x 25cm baking tin with baking parch-
ment. Place three quarters of the sweetcorn in 
a food processor and pulse until smooth. Once 
smooth, mix together with the rest of the whole 
sweetcorn kernels. 

• Place all the dry ingredients in a large mixing 
bowl and stir well. Once mixed, add the al-
mond milk, oil and apple cider vinegar and give 
everything another really good stir until well 
combined. Next, add the coriander, black beans, 
chilli, salt, pepper and sweetcorn, giving it all 
one final mix. 

• Once the mixture has come together, pour into 
the lined baking tin and bake in the oven for 
50-55 minutes until golden and cooked through. 
To test if it is cooked, insert a knife into the corn 
bread, it should come out clean. If not, place 
back in the oven for 5 more minutes to cook 
through. 
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FOOD POEM

“I hate this food!” the boy exclaimed 
At his sprouts that he was told to eat 
He left the table 
And went out onto the street. 

 
As he poured the food into the bin,  
He spied a beggar across the street.  
“Who cares about him,” he said, 
“As long as I have enough to eat.” 
And the rest of the food fell in 
And he tapped the bin with a tap, tap, tap. 

 
“I hate this food!” the boy exclaimed. 
At his broccoli that he was told to eat. 
He left the table. 
And went out onto the street. 

 
As he poured the food into the bin 
He spied the beggar across the street 
“Who cares about him,” he said 
“As long as I have enough to eat” 
And the rest of the food fell in 
And he tapped the bin with a tap, tap, tap. 

 
Years later the boy returned to the street 
He saw a girl with broccoli and sprouts 
That she had refused to eat 
And he stared at her 
Hoping that she would give him this treat. 

 

But she poured the food into the bin 
After she spied the man across the street 
“Who cares about him,” she said 
“As long as I have enough to eat” 
And the rest fell in 
And she tapped the bin 
With a tap, tap, tap.

Written by a Y8 
student.



WORKING AND SERVICE 

DOGS

Definitions vary on what a working dog is, they are 
sometimes described as any dog trained for and 
employed in meaningful work; other times as any dog 
whose breed heritage or physical characteristics lend 
itself to working irrespective of an individual animal’s 
training or employment; and other times again it is used 
as a synonym for herding dog. 

Service dogs are very similar, the official definition of a 
service dog is that it’s an animal trained to do particular 
tasks for a person with a physical or mental disability. 
These tasks must be connected to how the person is able 
to function. The service dog works to compound, sup-
port and assist these activities or mitigate the person’s 
impairment. The ADA only allows dogs and miniature 
horses to become service animals.

Service animals are trained dogs and are NOT to be 
disturbed while working! Many people attempt to pet 
them while they are working but unfortunately this can 
distract them and temporarily put the handler in dan-
ger. Dogs are beautiful we can all agree but if you see a 
working dog please leave them to do their job! 

Working dogs on the other hand enjoy a good cuddle 
but are by no means suitable for a terraced home or a 
home with no garden. Many people make the mistake of 
buying working breeds when they can’t provide the dogs 
with what they need. Working dogs enjoy being active 
so a couch potato life could lead to serious behavioural 
issues. But if you can provide for them in the right way 
they are great fun and extremely helpful on the farm! 
But then there are the other types of working dogs ‘the 
military and policing dogs’ these dogs are highly trained 
and definitely not to be messed with! They are extremely 
loyal and continue to serve the country even after some 
suffer horrendous injuries.  

All these dogs deserve recognition and if you see one 
out in public please remember to be friendly but DON’T 
pet them.

Written by Layla Wilbur

THE 9TH OF FEBRUARY
Written by Maya Buchanan, Ava Foster and Molly Harvey

The 9th of February was better than you may have originally 
thought. 

Firstly, it was National Pizza Day, what could be better than 
that? (Nothing). Also, to make things even better, it’s National 
Chocolate Day. More food! Amazing! 
Did you know it’s also the start of the Korean New Year? It’s 
still the year 2024 they just start it a bit later. Randomly it was 
also National Toothache Day! Can somebody tell me why this 
is a thing? Additionally, it is also the Carnival of Brazil in Rio 
De Janero, this takes place the Friday before Ash Wednesday, 
surprisingly it’s also read in the bath day so kick back and 
relax. This week is also a very medical week. There is Heart 
Defect Week, Feeding Tub Awareness week, and burn aware-
ness week to name a few.
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RE-NEWABLE 

ENERGY

different types of

Wind power is the use of windmills to generate Elec-
tricity. Last year wind farms generated over 7% of the 
World’s electricity which may not sound like much but 
considering it’s basically the cleanest energy source ever 
that’s not bad.

WIND POWER

Solar power is another variation of the green electricity 
of tomorrow. It uses solar panels with photosynthesis 
cells inside to create power it is currently the most pow-
erful source of renewable energy on the Earth. 
In 2016 it only generated 1.7%, I wasn’t able to find what 
it was last year.

solar POWER

Hydro Electric is my personal favourite as its cool and 
it’s big and it’s cool. Big dams are constructed and occa-
sionally they open the gates the water spins the turbines 
as it rushes past. 60% of all ECO POWER is from hydro. 
As it produces lots of energy quite quickly. We have 
many as it rain quite a bit here. VERY Eco Very cool.

HYDRO POWER

Geothermal is quite an unknown one but is very smart. 
In volcanic areas, cold water is pumped into the ground 
near the lava. The water evaporates into steam which 
spins a turbine which spins a generator. Iceland has a lot 
of geothermal farms as they have MANY volcanoes.

GEOTHERMAL POWER

Written by
Ben Woodhouse
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HUNGER GAMES: 

Behind the 

Scenes
Written by lizzie 

Hughes

If you read the last newspaper (if you haven’t, 
what are you doing here?) then you’ll probably 
remember me writing an article about how much 
of a harry potter nerd. Remember? Well, I’m 
back! But not with Harry Potter facts, instead 
I’ve got a bunch of fun facts about the hunger 
games! Seriously though, if there was a scale for 
how much someone loved the hunger games 
(let’s call it the hungometer) my love for Josh 
Hutcherson alone would break the scales! Any-
way, let’s dive in, shall we?

The make-up team for The 
Hunger Games was huge! 35 
make-up artists worked full-
time to make the actors their 
stupendous selves, with over 
1,800 costumes – often hand 
made! 

The country of Panem is actually based 
on a post-apocalyptic, true-dystopian 
North America. It may not be as large as 
the North America we know today — the 
books describing this as due to rising sea 
level flooding its corners — but it is based 
on the country all the same. Let’s just 
hope it never actually gets to that point…

Many well-known musicians have their voices heard 
throughout the franchise, including Taylor Swift, Cold-
play, Christina Aguilera, Lorde, amongst others. One 
British artist, however, is missing from this mix. Ed 
Sheeran wrote and provided 3 songs for the franchise, 
but all of them were turned down.

Where did Suzanne Collins 
get all her knowledge about 
hunting and survival from? 
Although a lot of research 
went into writing the Hunger 
Games novels, her familiar-
ity with poverty came from 
her father’s stories. Suzanne’s 
father grew up during the 
Great Depression, and his 
family depended on hunting 
and foraging to survive.

Imagine a world where Josh Hutcher-
son wasn’t Peeta Mellark. No, we can’t. 
The heartthrob competed against actors 
including Aaron Taylor-Johnson, Alex 
Pettyfer, Evan Peters, and Alexander Lud-
wig for the iconic role. Thank goodness 
the odds were in Josh’s favor…

J-Law has worn plenty of stunning cos-
tumes to play the role of Katniss Ever-
deen. Her most favorite, however, is the 
dress she wore during the Tribute Parade 
in Catching Fire.
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write up of 

the second 

series
Written by EFAN 

LOMAX

On the 3th of January 2024 the popular TV show ‘The Traitors’ began a season 2 and it was a huge hit. There 
were traps, betrayals, banishments and of course traitors.  

 To anyone that has forgotten, the main premise of the show is that 22 players stay at a Scottish castle.  
Although, disguised as the other players, there are a few traitors.  Every night the traitors choose one other 
player to ‘murder’.  If you are murdered then you leave the game.  The goal for the normal players (known as the 
faithfulls) is to make it to the end and to get rid of all the traitors through banishment.  But what is banishment?  
At the end of every day, before the traitors kill, everyone meets up at a round table and votes one player out who 
they believe is a traitor.  So, to recap, every day two people leave the show (1 murdered, 1 banished).  If the final 
three end up all being faithful then they all get to split the prize pot but if one of the final three is a traitor then 
that traitor keeps all the money for themselves.  
 So, that is a brief overview of the show.  Some things were different, some things I missed but all of it was 
amazing.  Now let’s review it… 
 At the start of the show our three traitors were picked by the host – Claudia Winkleman; Paul, a cunning 
traitor who had a very unique personality; Ash, a traitor who didn’t do very well in the show; and Harry; the 
best traitor who did some incredible plays and tricks in the game and ended up winning it all.   
 From the start Paul was the favourite for many people – he was acting like a leader and a friend and 
nobody suspected him of being a traitor… except for one person – Jaz.  Eventually Jaz spoke his ideas with the 
group and along with Harry put the case for Paul being a traitor forward at a round table meeting.  At the end of 
this meeting Paul was voted out and the reactions from the group when Paul left and stated to them all that he 
was indeed a traitor was incredible.  
 Throughout the show people got picked off and in the three were Jaz, Harry and Molly.  I’ve talked about 
the other two but let’s talk about Molly. Molly was a very sweet and innocent faithful who was great friends with 
Harry and refused to believe that he was a traitor.  This belief ultimately lost Molly the game.  In the final round 
table Jaz let out his thought on Harry which he had been holding in throughout the whole game.  He had had 
strong suspicions that Harry had been a traitor since the early stages of the game and even though he put for-
ward a compelling case against Harry in the final Molly could not, and did not vote for Harry and instead voted 
Jaz out securing the win for Harry. 
 Some of my favourite parts of the show were when Paul got voted out and everyone went crazy, when it 
was revealed that one participant (Ross) was actually the son of another participant (Diane), when Diane was 
forced to go into her own coffin and say goodbye to the others including Ross, and when Harry revealed himself 
to be a traitor to Molly at the end of the game confirming that he had won the whole game.   
 Surprisingly, my favourite player was a shy person who got banished in episode 4, his name was Brian.  
I felt so sorry for Brian as he didn’t do anything wrong but he made one slip up at the round table and that was 
his demise because everyone incorrectly suspected him of being a traitor and voted him out. Brian was so kind 
and humble throughout the game but regardless, the rest of the group voted him the biggest sheep which broke 
his heart. Brian did not deserve that and to top it all off Brian even got a tattoo to remember his time on the 
show and to pay respect to the rest of the cast.   What a legend. 

In conclusion the traitors season 2 was a spectacular masterpiece.  It created many TV golden moments which 
will live long in the memory of those who watched it.  Every interaction and conversation really got your mind 
turning and I can’t wait for season 3!

SPOILERS 
AHEAD!
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wings of fire
gRAPHIC NOVEL REVIEW
Written by lOCHLAINN DOUGLAS-MULLETT

 I’m reviewing the graphic novels as I’ve read them all and I’m going to tell you 
about them (sorry it might sound like a fact book). The main protaganists from 
book 1-5 are: Clay, the kind mudwing tsunami, the confident Seawing who acts 
before speaking, Glory the smart rainwing (who is NOT lazy),  Starflight the night-
wing bookworm and Sunny the kind hearted sandwing, and maybe Fatespeaker 
the nightwing who totally has visions.

The Dragonet 
Prophecy

When the war has lasted twenty years the drag-
onets will come, 
When the land is soaked with blood and tears 
the dragonets will come, 
Find the seawing egg of deepest blue wings of 
night shall come to you, 
The largest egg mountain high will give you the 
wings of the sky, 
For wings of earth search through mud for an 
egg the colour of dragon blood, 
And hidden away from rival queens the sand-
wing egg waits unseen, 
Of three queens who blister, blaze and burn, 
2 shall die and one shall learn, 
If she bows to a fate that is stronger and higher 
she’ll gain the power of wings of fire. 
Five eggs born to end the fight,  
Darkness will rise to bring the light, 

The dragonets ARE coming. 

TYPES OF DRAGONS:

Sandwings 
Abilities: Poison barb on tail like a scorpion and blends with 
sand.
Appearance: Sandy colours, and a barb on tail.
Queen: Blister blaze or burn depending on war (used to be 
oasis).

seawings 
Abilities: make waves, breaths under water, glow up some 
scales. 
Appearance: a blueish colour or greenish colour has gills 
Queen: Queen Coral 

mudwings 
Abilities: fires heat reflects their warmth if cold no fire, can 
hold their breathe under water for over an hour.
Appearance: mud coloured scales when under water becomes 
a grayish colour.
Queen: Queen Morhen 

skywings 
Abilities: Fly for a long time, fire realy hot 
Appearance: Anything between red and yellow for some 
reason 
Queen: Queen Scarlet 

NIGHTWINGS
Abilities: See future, reads minds and blends with night sky. 
Appearance: Black, white spots on wings like stars. 
Queen: Queen battlewinner.

  Icewings 
Abilities: Ice breath, spiky tail 
Appearance: Glittery blue and white colours colours, blue 
blood, spiky tail, 
Queen: Queen glacier

rainwings
Abilities: Change scale colours and shoot venom.
Appearance: Any colours under the sun (no dark 
colours included only some) When hurt becomes 
white when showing no emotions becomes white 
or lime.
Queen: Queen Glacier
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HEAVIEST BASS, DUBSTEP 

ARTISTS OF ALL TIME Written by L3MM
Every modern dubstep fan knows that dubstep contains some of the 

nastiest, filthiest bass in all of music. Today I'm going to list some of the 

best artists and songs if you like heavy bass.

ZOMBOY

The British pioneer of the genre has taken the 
world by storm with tracks such as Lone Wolf - 
which I might add has some really nice heavy bass 
- and gained popularity quickly.

excision

The maestro of bass has gained popularity with 
certain collaborations with Wooli and numerous 
others. Some notable ones are F.Y.U and Name 
Drop. My favourite is F.Y.U because of the vocal 
chops and, of course, the bass. 

svdden death

The favourite when looking for haunting tracks 
with heavy bass and dark vocals, the American 
DJ/Producer has taken the world by storm with 
tracks like Mind Control with Wooli and 
Comprehension Barrier. 

wooli

The American DJ/Producer has collaborated 
with big-name artists such as Excision, SVDDEN 
DEATH and many more. The most popular one is 
considered to be either Name Drop with Excision 
or Mind Control with SVDDEN DEATH.

COMPUTER SCIENCE WORD SEARCH
Made by Adam Hobson and Macauley Pott

Try to find all 

the words below:

TINT

FONT

FIREWORKS

PHOTOSHOP

MEGABYTE

SLOGAN

BYTE

COMPUTER SCIENCE

ASCII

BIT

GIGABYTE

Answers in 
the back of the 
newspaper. 
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THE CURIOUS 
LOBSTER ANIMAL 
REPORTS

Today we will study the norwegian

 lemming, here are some facts:

RESEARCHED by Ed Haywood

HABITS AND LIFESTYLE POPULATION
Norway lemmings may be active at any time of the 
day. Overall, they are usually active for an average 
of 6 hours per day, during which time they  mainly 
roam and look for food. THese rodents tend to be 
solitary, coming into serious conflicts with each other 
in overcrowded territories. In these over-populat-
ed areas space and food are often in shortage, and 
the animals disperse to live independently. Males of 
this species exhibit boxing, wrestling and threaten-
ing behaviour. THe communication and perception 
behaviour of this species is insufficiently explored, 
although related lemming species are known to rely 
on scent, though which they mark their home ranges. 
In addition, most lemming species are able to 
recognise conspecifics by scent.  

Currently there aren’t any serious threats to the pop-
ulation of this species as a whole, although possible 
threats include environmental changes as well as 
habitat degradation as a result of grazing by other 
herbivorous species.  

Fun Fact - Lemmings can swim! 

When populations grow too large, lemmings may tru 
to swim to new locations in search of new homes. 
Unfortunately, if the body of water is too large to 
traverse, they can sometimes drown on the way. This 
might explain some of the mindless suicide myth.  

cows Written by Danny Grant and
Magnus Ruston

MILK
Full Fat                                           
Fattest version of milk .                       
Good For under 5 yr olds .

Semi-skimmed 
Half fat, half not fat .
Good for 5 – 25 yr olds.

skimmed                                        
Least fattiest version. 
Good for 25+ yr olds.

unpasteurised 
150 times more likely to. 
cause food born illness.

Roast Dinner 
Very tasty. 
Most common roast dinner to have with gravy 
and Yorkshire puddings .

Cottage Pie 
Do NOT confuse it with Shepard’s pie (lamb). 
Note: it is scrumptious.

Steak and Ale Pie 
It is best served with real British chips and peas. 
It is a comfort food come to life .

Steak 
You can have it cooked nearly amount, from 
blue (barely cooked at all) to well done (been 
cooked for quite a while) .
Great with vegetables.

MEALS
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Alfie hancock's drawings!

CAN YOU TELL WHAT 

THEY'RE INSPIRED 

BY?

'this is the result of anonymous 

year 10 forgetting to do 

something for the newspaper 

and doing a bunch of random 

doodles on the day of the 

deadlinE.'

bIrthstones
Researched by Frankie Knowles

JANUARY - GARNET
FEBRUARY - AMETHYST
MARCH - AQUA-MARINE
APRIL - DIAMOND
MAY - EMERALD
JUNE - PEARL

july - ruby
august - perdot
september - sapphire
october - opal
november - topaz
december - turquoise
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answers

THANKS!THANKS!
Thank you to everyone who con-
tributed this term, new and old. 

If you would like to write 
something to the Summ’it, submit 
it via email to library@chapelhigh.
org.uk before the deadline. 

Adam Hobson
Alfie Hancock

Alfie Penlington
Alfie Robinson

Andrew Appleby
Anthony McGowan

Ava Foster
Ben Woodhouse

Charlie Wood
Chardonnay Blackburn

Chloe Moon
Danny Grant

Dominic Buckley
Ed Heywood
Efan Lomax

Ethan Slattery
Frankie Knowles

Jacob Sanderman
James Garner
James Lawton
Laurie Elliott
Layla Wilbur

THANKS
to all

contributors

Liv Bradley
Lizzie Hughes

Lochlainn Douglas-Mullett
Macauley Pott

Magnus Ruston
Maya Buchanan

Mercians
Miss E Hibbert

 Miss V Anderson
Molly Harvey

Mr D Sellers
Mr P Henshall
Mr R Jackson

Nai Christie
Naya Howe

Sophie Nicholls
Sophie Pomeroy

Tavish Roberts
Tawana Munaiwa

Theo Frost


